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WHAT IS
 MOBILE
 MARKETING?

CHAPTER 1
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WHAT IS MOBILE MARKETING?

NO. WRONG.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile Marketing is not a moving truck with your ad pasted on it - although it could have been that.
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WHAT IS MOBILE MARKETING?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No, mobile marketing is simply the use of cell phones as an advertising channel. 



MAIN
 TEACHINGS

CHAPTER 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you need to remember from this presentation?



THE
 DREAM

 MEDIUM?

SECTION 2-1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll see that mobile marketing is much more than just sending a text message. You can build customer relationship, raise brand awareness, provide incentives to go to a physical store, organize voting competitions like American Idol, distribute mobile coupons, etc.

In less than 3 years from now, mobile marketing is expected to be as big as Internet advertising is today. Why is it such an interesting medium for advertisers? 
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MOBILE IS KEY

Mobile is our second shadow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cell phones have become a huge part of our lives. There are three things that you always take with you when you leave your house: your keys, your wallet AND your cell phone. 
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MOBILE IS PERSONAL

Always attributable to one single person

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A cell phone always belongs to one single person. Your cell phone is yours and yours only, which allows for highly personalized marketing measures.
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MOBILE IS UBIQUITOUS

One screen to unite them all

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile phones are ubiquitous. From one single device, you can access any kind of content: you can watch TV or a movie, surf the web, listen to music, write e-mails, etc.
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MOBILE IS IMMEDIATE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile phones are immediate. They’re immediate because you can reach people anytime, they’re immediate because they’re a purpose-driven device, meaning that people use their mobile to accomplish something within a very short period of time; and they’re immediate because you can manage and track campaign in real-time and see what people react to. 
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MOBILE IS

 
LOCALIZABLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile phones allow you to reach anyone anywhere. You to track where people are and tweak communications accordingly. The typical - but virtual - example would be Starbucks sending coupons to people who walk by their coffee shops to entice them to come have a cup of coffee. 
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MOBILE IS A GREAT DIRECT MARKETING TOOL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since mobile phones are personal, ubiquitous, immediate, localizable and they are a great direct marketing and CRM tool. Mobile marketing is not about sheer numbers. Mobile marketing is not about volumes. It is about connecting in a different way with the right people at the right moment or in the right place. 
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MOBILE PROVIDES A WIDE RANGE OF MARKETING TOOLS

SMS
or Text

Short

 
Message

 
Service

MMS

 
Multimedia

 
Message

 
Service

Web Location

 
Based

 
Marketing

Bluetooth QR Codes

 
Quick

 
Response

 
Barcodes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to do so, you have a wide range of tools at your disposition. You can use text messaging or SMS, you can use Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) which is about sending pictures or videos messages. You can also access the web from your mobile. You can use Bluetooth technology allowing you to send and receive applications, content or data wirelessly and for free. You can take profit from the geopositioing systems and provide people with information depending on where they are. And at the end, we’ll look into Quick Response Barcodes, which are barcodes that you can scan and that will trigger an action on your phone. We’ll look into all of these technologies later in this presentation.
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MC DONALD’S MASS MARKET SWEEPSTAKE

 
CANNES SHORTLIST 2006

Send a text message and get your gift within seconds

 
1.5 million participations in 5 weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, Mc Donald’s Italy used mobile marketing to launch a mass market sweepstake. They printed unique codes on cups and when you texted these codes from your mobile phone, you would win prizes, from free wallpapers or ringtones to prepaid credit cards, free mobile phones, etc. Every time you sent something, you would win something. The results were quite impressive since they got more than 1.5 million participants in less than 5 weeks, which is the best result of a McDonald’s mobile marketing campaign ever. 
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VODAFONE’S SECRET CONCERTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vodafone, one of the main mobile carriers in the UK used mobile marketing to generate buzz around a series of secret concerts given by high-profile bands in small clubs. They sent leaflets and video promotions on people’s cell phones to let them know that every song they would purchase on Vodafone’s music platform (like iTunes) was an entry into a contest. The winners of this contest would received a phone message with the concert’s secret location in advance and a ticket to gain exclusive entry at the door. That campaign generated 3 million customer interactions and raised the music sales of the store by 3% over the six-month run of the campaign.
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BBC WORLD’S INTERACTIVE BILLBOARDS 
OUTDOOR GOLD LION CANNES 2007 + BEST OF SHOW OBIE AWARDS 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example comes from BBC World who placed a huge interactive billboard in Times Square encouraging people to text-message their reaction to news photos. You had for example a picture of the Chinese flag and you could vote by SMS to say if you thought we should befriend or beware of them. That campaign got tens of thousands of votes during 4 weeks. 
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BLUETOOTH BILLBOARDS FOR COLDPLAY’S LATEST ALBUM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example comes from the UK where the music label EMI launched Bluetooth enabled billboards for the release of Coldplay’s latest album. If you switched the Bluetooth on on your devices, you would receive an invitation to download exclusive media clips and interviews from the band. In less than 2 weeks, they had thirteen thousand people actually requesting the free materials. 



MOBILE
 ADVERTISING IS

 NO HEAVEN YET
 (RATHER A VERY PROMISING 

PURGATORY)

SECTION 2-2
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MOBILE MARKETING AS A STANDALONE WILL FAIL

Integration is key to success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A mobile campaign will rarely work as an isolated initiative. Integration is absolutely key to success. Nearly all the successful case studies that you’ll see in this presentation are part of integrated campaigns. 
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MOBILE MARKETING IS NOT CHEAP

Higher CPM than other traditional media
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MOBILE WEB IS NOT CHEAP FOR THE END USER EITHER

Sources: Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon and AT&T for plans, November 2007

$49.99
on top of

 

phone bill

$39.99
on top of

 

phone bill

$34.99
on top of 

phone bill

$99.99
web+phone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mobile web is not cheap for the end-user - yet. To get access to the web on your phone, you’ll need to spend at least 35 bucks on top of your phone bill, compared with computers where you can get a fine connection for less than 15 bucks. Internet on computers only took off once it was priced correctly, with unlimited and affordable plans. The mobile web is basically waiting for the same kind of price revolution that it should happen anytime soon. 
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MOBILE’S ECOSYSTEM IS STILL CONSOLIDATING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the big reasons why mobile advertising hasn’t really taken off yet is that the mobile ecosystem is still very fragmented and complex to understand. On computers, you have a very simple market since pretty much everyone has a PC and Windows on it. On mobile phones, you have around 8 providers (Verizon, AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile), you have multiple operating systems, you have hundreds of phones with different screen sizes, different softwares and operators and it gets very tricky to know who you have to work with to launch a campaign. The good news is that there is a lot of change happening right now, with Google taking the mobile market very seriously. They launched an open platform called Android and they built partnerships with pretty much all of the industry. They also created mobile versions of their major products like Google search, Gmail and Google Maps and are doing their best to improve the mobile web experience and, in the end, make mobile marketing an easier road to drive on.



MOBILE
 LANDSCAPE

CHAPTER 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where does mobile stands as both a technology and as an advertising channel?



MARKET
 FACTS

SECTION 3-1
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THE THIRD SCREEN

 IS ALREADY

 THE FIRST

 2 billion mobile

 
subscribers today

 
1.2 billion TV households

 
670 million PC users

Sources: Informa

 

Telecoms & Media, April 2006; In-Stat, November 2006; speech from Steve Ballmer, CEO Microsoft
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PENETRATION OF MOBILE PHONES HAS BEEN EXPLOSIVE

215 million mobile subscribers in 1997
2 billion today
3 billion in 2010

1 12 88

729

2,058

2,902

1981-1985 1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010

Worldwide Mobile Subscription
(in millions)

 

Source: Informa

 

Telecoms & Media, April 2006. 
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THE U.S. IS CATCHING UP TO EUROPE & ASIA

 IN MOBILE PENETRATION

92%
89% 89%

83% 82%
78% 78% 77% 76%

72%

98% 93%

South
Korea

China Japan UK Germany France India US Russia Brazil Mexico Canada

Household Mobile Penetration by Country in 2006
(in %)

 

Source: IPSOS, Face of the Web 2007
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MOBILE PHONES WILL BE UBIQUITOUS IN THE U.S. BY 2010

207.9

228.7

249.3

269.2
285.4

296.8

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

U.S. Mobile Subscription
(in millions)

 

Source: eMarketer, August 2006
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A VERY OLIGOPOLISTIC CARRIERS’

 
DANCE

61 million subscribers 26.2%Cingular Wireless

Verizon Wireless 59.1 million subscribers 25.3%

Sprint Nextel Corp

T-Mobile USA Inc

53.1 million subscribers 22.8%

25 million subscribers 10.7%

Alltel 11 million subscribers 4.7%

Other 24 million subscribers 11.3%

TOTAL 233.2 million subscribers 100%

80% of the market

Sources: ctia.org

 

for the total number + respective carriers websites



MOBILE LIFE

SECTION 3-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the importance of mobile phones today goes way beyond crude numbers. It is now key for the relationship we developed with them. 
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MOBILE IS A SECOND SHADOW

1st

 

thing you check when you wake up

 
Last thing you check when you go to bed

 
Within arm’s reach 80% of your day

Sources: Fluid Lives, Yahoo! 2006 + Nielsen Media Research for TV numbers, 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile phones have become our intimate black boxes. This is the first thing you check when you wake up and the last thing you check when you go to bed, and it’s within arm’s reach 80% of your day. 
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MOBILE IS AN EXTENSION OF OUR BODY

Personal
Intimate > Privacy
Singularizing > Identity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why did this tool become such an inseparable part of our lives? The relationship we have with our cellphones acts on 3 levels.
First, it is a highly personal device. It is rarely used by any other person than its owner. 
But it is more than personal: it is intimate. We have a very private relationship with our mobiles. We store our contact list, we keep dear text messages and precious voice mails, etc. We develop a sense of privacy with our cell phones. And with this notion of privacy comes the notion of intruders: we don’t want anyone entering this personal garden without our authorization, especially advertisers. 
It is also a singularizing device. It is like a car, like clothes, or perfume. We personalize them with colors, ringtones, our phone becomes a signature. It becomes a status symbol. It tells a lot about who we are. 
And it actually goes way beyond that.
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MOBILE IS AN ADDICTION

Phantom Vibration Syndrome (or Vibranxiety)
92% of owners cannot get through a typical day without using their phone

Source: The Mobile Life, survey conducted by YouGov, 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you ever felt like your cell phone was vibrating, then checked it, only to realize that, in fact, it never did?

Well, you are not alone. This is actually a modern disease and it is called Vibranxiety or Phantom Vibration Syndrome. And it reveals how vital constant communications and constant connectedness has become and how easily we developed habits out of it. 



MOBILE
 USAGES

SECTION 3-3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we need to be connected 24/7? There are 4 main usages for mobile. 
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH OUR MOBILE PHONES?

COMMUNICATION
SMS

 

eMail

 

Picture Messaging 
Send/Receive Videos

 

Social Networking

 

Blogging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The prime one is the most obvious: we use mobile phones to communicate. Cell phones are the bridge between you and your personal circles: family, friends, work, or any other person in the world. They are our social umbilical cords. You can call people, text them, send them pictures, videos, check your Myspace page, your Facebook profile if you prefer, use instant messaging, etc. 
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MOBILE PHONES ARE MORE THAN JUST VOICE

44% 81% 82% 87% 77%17%

Mobile Messaging and Internet use by Mobile Phone Users
Source: Office of Communications “The International Communications Market 2007”, December 2007

Text/SMS

Photo Messaging (MMS) 10% 33% 33% 32% 40%7%

Mobile Internet

Mobile E-Mail

11% 16% 15% 7% 19%20%

9% 10% 12% 8% 16%57%

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.diggerhistory.info/images/flags/fr.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.diggerhistory.info/pages-enemy/vichy.htm&h=193&w=290&sz=2&hl=en&start=5&tbnid=8CfOhXLaH7pQwM:&tbnh=77&tbnw=115&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dfrance%2Bflag%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH OUR MOBILE PHONES?

COMMUNICATION
SMS

 

eMail

 

Picture Messaging

 

Send/Receive Videos

 

Social Networking

 

Blogging

PERSONAL

 
PRODUCTIVITY*

Check Weather

 
Search the Web

 
Maps/Directions

 
Movie info

 

Stock Quotes

 

Financial news

 

Business directories

 

Restaurant info

 

Trading Stocks

 

Transactions
*Source: M:Metrics, January 2007. 

Items classified in decreasing order of importance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But cell phones are way more than just a communication tool, we also use them to increase our personal productivity. They allow us to do more, faster. We can check the weather, search the web, look for maps and directions, look for information, stock quotes, financial news, restaurant info, etc. And most of this is done by accessing the web from your phone. 
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH OUR MOBILE PHONES?

COMMUNICATION
SMS

 

eMail

 

Picture Messaging

 

Send/Receive Videos

 

Social Networking

 

Blogging

PERSONAL

 
PRODUCTIVITY

Check Weather

 

Search the Web

 

Maps/Directions

 

Movie info

 

Stock Quotes

 

Financial news

 

Business directories

 

Restaurant info

 

Trading Stocks

 

Transactions

NEWS BITES
News

 

Product Info/reviews

 

Tech news

 

Health/Sport

 

Sports Information

 

Entertainment News

 

Horoscope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also an informational tool. You use your phone to keep you up to date with what’s out there. 
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH OUR MOBILE PHONES?

COMMUNICATION
SMS

 

eMail

 

Picture Messaging

 

Send/Receive Videos

 

Social Networking

 

Blogging

PERSONAL

 
PRODUCTIVITY

Check Weather

 

Search the Web

 

Maps/Directions

 

Movie info

 

Stock Quotes

 

Financial news

 

Business directories

 

Restaurant info

 

Trading Stocks

 

Transactions

NEWS BITES
News

 

Product Info/reviews

 

Tech news

 

Health/Sport

 

Sports Information

 

Entertainment News

 

Horoscope

PASSING TIME
Play video games

 

Download ringtones

 

Download wallpapers

 

Download videos

 

Download music

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, it’s an entertaining tool to kill time, by playing videogames or personalizing it. 



MOBILE AS AN
 ADVERTISING
 PLATFORM

SECTION 3-4
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$1,400

Mobile

MOBILE MARKETING IS STILL IN THE EARLY STAGES…

U.S. Advertising Spend by Media in 2007 (in Millions)
Source: TNS Media Intelligence, Mar 2008 + earketer, Oct 2007 (mobile) + IAB, Feb 2008 (Internet)

$67,772

Television Magazine Newspaper

$31,751

$26,544

$11,303

$4,022

Internet

 

(excludes

 

paid search)

Outdoor

$11,055

Radio
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… BUT IT’S GROWING FAST

In two years from now, mobile advertising

 
should be as big as Internet advertising is today

(Source: eMarketer, October 2007 + ABI Research, 2007 +  Informa

 

Telecoms & Media, February 2007)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is now a 3 billion advertising market worldwide, and, as we said before, in less than 3 years from now, mobile advertising should be as big as Internet advertising is today (around 15 billion).



THINKING
 MOBILE

CHAPTER 4
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THE FIRST SCREEN

In 1965, you could reach 80% of the Americans 
with 3 spots of 60 seconds on TV.

 
Today, you need 120 prime time commercials.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the beginning, there was TV. TV was the first screen to become a commercial channel. And in the beginning, it was easy. All you had to do was use mass marketing on a mass medium. All you had to do was hit the consumers, hit them, and hit them again… There was no escape because there was no alternative. 
But times have changed and the power of TV has somehow vanished. In 1965, you could reach 80% of the Americans with only 3 spots of 60 seconds on TV. But today, to achieve the same thing, you need 120 prime time commercials.
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THE SECOND SCREEN

From Information to Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 90s saw the emergence of a second commercial channel: the Internet. And that was the switch from a logic of information (which is a one-way process: I broadcast, you receive) to a logic of communication (which is a bi-directional process), where you can actually interact with your users.
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THE THIRD SCREEN

Willingness

 
marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, consumers are driving the discussion. We are in an era of willingness marketing where people have every right, and most importantly, every possibility to shut us up. 
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PEOPLE CAN NOW ESCAPE ADVERTISING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, people can escape advertising. They can go online, flip through 250 channels, listen to radio, go to the cinema, or do everything at the same time. Our target is not an acquired audience anymore, it is pretty much a walking TiVo.
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MOBILE MARKETING IS ANTICIPATED TO BE

 AS IRRITATING AS OTHER ADVERTISING

Additional converging sources: International Journal of Electronic Commerce, Hanken

 

Swedish School of Economics and Business, M:Metrics, eMarketer (Harris 
Interactive study conducted in February 2007),  Godin (2001), DeZoysa

 

(2002), Okazaki (2005), Fawcett (2000), Hawkins (2000), Nobel and Callaghan (2000)

90% of U.S. users are not at all interested in mobile marketing 
(Source: Harris Interactive study for eMarketer, 2007)

79% of consumers are annoyed by the idea of mobile marketing

 
(Source: Forrester, 2007)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And when we ask people how they feel about mobile marketing, they’re not too happy about it. There are plenty of studies pointing to the same result: a vast majority of people doesn’t like the idea of mobile advertising. + Quote the first two numbers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is that a dead end for advertisers? No, these numbers are negative because people anticipate mobile advertising to be as irritating, as intrusive and as unsolicited as other kinds of advertising. And if we do that, at best, they will ignore it; at worst, they’ll despise it. The solution is in how advertisers use the medium.
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Consideration
Entertainment

 
Information

 
Interactivity

Control

 
Opt-out

Choice
Opt-in

3 GOLDEN RULES TO LOWER THE PAIN OF MOBILE ADVERTISING

Source: U.S Code of Conduct established by the Mobile Marketing Association | Consumer study from MobHappy

 

& Mobiledia, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there are very intuitive rules that have already been established by the Mobile Marketing Association to pave the way for polite advertising on mobile. The three most important ones are choice, control and consideration.
- Choice is about Opt-in: before you can send advertising messages on someone’s phone, you need to receive the explicit authorization from them that you can advertise on it. 
- Control is about Opt-out: They must be allowed to terminate their participation easily and at any time. 
- Consideration is about common sense. If we want to grab people’s attention, we have to offer them something of value, whether it’s entertaining, informative or interactive, or all of the above. 
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PUSH  |  FORCE-FEEDING

NO. WRONG.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not because people gave you the authorization to advertise on their cell phones that you have to spam them. They’ll still see you as violating their privacy. 
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PULL  |  USER-INITIATED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best time to send content to subscribers is when users request it. This is called a pull campaign or an user-initiated campaign. It is, for example, if you’re sitting in front of a billboard inviting you to send a text message to win a free wallpaper and you raise to the bait. The fact that you’re sending an SMS is the opt-in. 



INVENTORY

CHAPTER 5
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MOBILE PROVIDES A WIDE RANGE OF MARKETING TOOLS

SMS
or Text

Short

 
Message

 
Service

MMS

 
Multimedia

 
Message

 
Service

Web Location

 
Based

 
Marketing

Bluetooth QR Codes

 
Quick

 
Response

 
Barcodes



SHORT
 MESSAGE

 SERVICE
 (SMS)

SECTION 5-1
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A FAST AND CONVENIENT WAY

 TO REACH POTENTIALLY EVERYONE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SMS is the most widely used mobile marketing instrument. It’s the cheapest, the safest and you can reach potentially every single handset in the US. 
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FINGERS’

 

DEMOCRACY IS TAKING OVER VOICE’S DICTATORSHIP

People already text more than they call
5,000 SMS sent per second in the U.S.

Source: CTIA, The Wireless Association + Mobile Marketing Association + emarketer.com

 

+ Forrester, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SMS is in the process of overtaking voice as the first way to use a cell phone. In Western Europe, people already text more than they call. 
Last year, more than a trillion text messages were sent in the world, including 5,000 per second in the US, which means that since you began reading this presentation, around ten million text messages were sent in the US and probably a couple of those from your phone.
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TEXT MESSAGING IS YOUTH’S PREFERRED CHANNEL

% of U.S. users using text messaging daily
Source: InsightExpress, Mobile A&U Research Results, Sept 2007

43%

18-24 25-44 45-54 55-64

22%

16%

10%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SMS is by far the preferred channel of people under 25 with nearly half of them using it daily. In Europe, they pretty much all use it daily.
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SMS/TEXT MESSAGING IS A LIMITED OPPORTUNITY

 TO CONNECT EMOTIONALLY WITH THE AUDIENCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem is, SMS suits an offer-led approach. It is a very limited option to connect emotionally with your audience since brand messages are hard to paint in less than 160 characters which is the limit for a commercial text message.



SMS/TEXT
 CAMPAIGN
 EXAMPLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which is why most of the examples that we’ll see are product focused. Most of the examples are also coming from Japan and Europe, since they were quicker to embrace mobile as an advertising channel.
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NIVEA UK | PURE DEODORANT

 
TEXT PRIZE-DRAWING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first example comes from the UK where Nivea asked their consumers to send a text message with their worst fashion mistake to enter a contest. When you entered, you immediately received a message with a thank you from Nivea and a fashion tip from a famous stylist. And if by any chance you won, you would go on a shopping spree with that stylist. That mobile initiative was part of an integrated campaign since it was promoted through leaflets and a full media advertising campaign 
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NEWSPAPER’S MISSING PICTURES

 
GOLD LION CANNES 2003 FOR USE OF MEDIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example comes from a newspaper in Austria, which was published without press pictures. To get them, you would have to send a text message to a specific number and you would receive the photos directly on your phone in return. 
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SEND AN ANONYMOUS MESSAGE TO YOUR DRUNK FRIEND

 
DIRECT GOLD LION CANNES 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third example comes from New Zealand. This was a public service advertising from the government, but it could easily have been branded by Bud light or Absolut Vodka, for example. The government’s problem was that young males drink then drive. And their friends won’t say anything to stop them because it’s very uncool. The solution was to give these friends a way to intervene anonymously and without confrontation. All they had to do was to send the phone number of their friend and he would receive a voice message from one of these characters telling him not to drive drunk. Again, that campaign was promoted through other media in bars, like leaflets, coasters and posters. 
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ROYAL NAVY RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN

 
BRONZE CYBER LION CANNES 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Royal Navy in the UK also had a way of delivering your message in an original manner. They launched a service where your text message would be delivered as a personalized video by the Royal Navy. In less than 3 weeks, more than 30,000 messages were sent. 



THE
 MOBILE

 WEB

SECTION 5-2
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MOBILE WEB IS NOW ACCESSIBLE ON MOST HANDSETS

60% of U.S. mobile subscribers

 
can access the mobile Internet

Source: M:Metrics

 

–

 

WAP Statistics ending February 28, 2007 for U.S
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THE U.S. MOBILE WEB IS ALREADY

 MADE OF 60 MILLION SOULS

19% of U.S. consumers access the web from their mobile phones

Source: M:Metrics, 2007 and  Universal McCann, 2007 + MindShare, March 2008
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MOBILE WEB IS STILL A YOUNG, WELL-ESTABLISHED MAN GAME…

60% male

 
46% under 35

 
38% earn over $75,000

Source: M:Metrics, 2007
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… BUT USERS OF ALL AGES

 ACCESS THE INTERNET ON THEIR PHONE

16-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+ Male Female

Question: Do you access the Internet on your mobile device? (answer “yes”) 
(Base: U.S. mobile users ages 16+, n=1,001)

 

Source: iCrossing | How America Searches: Mobile | April 2007

40

30

20

10
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THE MOBILE WEB IS PURPOSE-DRIVEN

Major behavioral difference with the Computer Web

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internet on mobile phones works pretty much like the Internet on computers. But there is one key behavioral difference. On mobile phones, you focus on accomplishing a specific task within a very short attention span. You search for info, you check the weather, you look for directions, etc. You are never going to shop around for holidays, do the page layout of your Facebook profile or archive your emails. 
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THE MESSAGING NEEDS TO BE IMMEDIATE AND CONVENIENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The consequence for us is that the mobile web experience has to be immediate. The number of steps the consumer has to take to accomplish something must be minimal. The amount of information you have on a mobile website needs to be minimal. 
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THE SELL PHONE REVOLUTION

 
ADIDAS SPORT PERFORMANCE’S LAS VEGAS STORE | NBA ALL STAR WEEK 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adidas used the mobile Web as part of a multi-million dollar campaign for the NBA All Star Week in Las Vegas. They had tons of outdoor advertising like airport banners, huge billboards, taxicab tops, etc. And all of them had a mobile call to action on them inviting you to text Vegas to Adidas. When you did so, you would gain access to a mobile website where you could download music, videos, ringtones very easily. You could also opt-in for SMS alerts on everything Adidas had going on in Vegas this week in real time. With this campaign, they increased the revenues of the store 20 times above the average and the fun part was that when they sent these text messages to let people know that they were releasing very limited edition of a shoe, 20 minutes after they sent the message, they had flash mobs in front of their store. 



BLUETOOTH

SECTION 5-3
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BLUETOOTH

Short range (33 feet) wireless technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The good side of that technology is that there is no airtime charges, which can be useful if you want to target price-sensitive demographics. 
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ASB BANK | PAGO’S DIGITAL WALLETS

 
PROMO GRAND PRIX CANNES 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve already seen the Coldplay example and all the Bluetooth campaign out there work in pretty much the same way. Another example comes from a bank in New Zealand that launched a system called Pago. Pago is a technology that allows you to text message money from a cell phone to another. And to promote their service, they turned bus shelters into cash machines. They would broadcast radio spots saying when the bus shelter would distribute money for one hour and all you had to do was to rush to the bus shelter, turn your Bluetooth on and point it towards the bus shelter to download virtual cash. They had 1200 people participating during the first week with only.



LOCATION-BASED 
MARKETING

SECTION 5-4
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THE PINNACLE OF LOCATION-BASED MARKETING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, the next big thing on mobile marketing is location-based marketing. Since you can track where people are, you can provide people with location based information.
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SEARCH IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
CONSUMER NEED IN MOBILE MARKETING

Worldwide Mobile Internet Users and Search Users
(in millions of persons)
Source: eMarketer, Julyy
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79% of mobile Web users

 
use the mobile Search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Searching for information is the most important consumer activity for mobile subscribers. 80% of mobile web users use their cell phone when they’re looking for a place to go eat, or a place to go shop, or when they’re in a store and they want to check if they can find the same product for cheaper online. 
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PROVIDE A SERVICE RATHER THAN SELL TOO HARD

Land Rover’s iPhone

 

campaign providing directions to the nearest dealer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land Rover for example designed an iPhone campaign where you could punch your ZIP code and they would provide you with directions to the nearest dealer and everything you need to get in touch with them. This is nothing groundbreaking, it’s just a mix of Google Maps and iPhone functionalities, but they still got amazing results with more than 400,000 screen impressions and three hundred highly qualified leads in less than one month. 
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HEINEKEN’S BAR GUIDE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heineken also played with location-based marketing. In Germany, they produced a bar guide for mobile phones, that tells you where the good bars are, what is on that night, where DJs are playing, what kind of music and so forth. The important thing here is that both Heineken and Land Rover provided more than a simple ad, they provided a branded service that was useful for the user. 
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL BARCODES

 
DATAMATRIX (DM) CODES | QUICK RESPONSE (QR) CODES | SEMACODES

Scan QR Code Info on Mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are black and white barcodes that contain information. How does it work? You take a picture of these tags with the camera of your cell phone and that will trigger an action on your phone. It can open a URL, show you a picture, etc. These codes are already everywhere in Japan. They’re on billboards, TV spots, magazines, on product packagings, business cards, and so forth.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL BARCODES

 
DATAMATRIX (DM) CODES | QUICK RESPONSE (QR) CODES | SEMACODES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They even used it in exhibitions where you would have tags next to the art pieces that you could scan to get more information about the artwork in question. Some clothing company in Europe (Zadig & Voltaire) also launched a limited edition of interactive t-shirts with QR codes printed on them that you could scan to download music for free. 
Now, the technology is still embryonic in the US, since less than 1% of the cellphones are equipped with the required softwares to scan these barcodes, but Google , again, will be supporting this technology heavily so we can expect it to grow in the future months.
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COMIC SHOGAKUKAN BOOKS

 
PROMO GOLD LION CANNES 2007 + WEBBY AWARDS 2007

Column wraps

Outdoor MonitorsMobile Web SiteMagazine

Posters TV commercials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the perfect case study on how it can be integrated on a larger campaign. A Japanese company called Shogakukan distributes mangas on mobile phones. They launched an integrated campaign on TV, magazines, posters, column wraps, outdoor video displays, billboards, etc. On all of these media, they put two-dimensional bar codes that you could scan. And when you scanned them, your cell phone would connect to the website of the company. That campaign helped them triple the traffic on their website and triple their sales.



AND BEYOND?
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THIS IS NOT THE END…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what will happen now? Beyond barcodes and geopositioning systems, there is much more to come. In the future, you’ll also be able to use your phone as a carrier of information and value. There is for example a new technology called Felica, that is already being used by more than 300 million people worldwide and that will be integrated in all cell phones in the US starting next year. That technology could turn your phone in an electronic wallet, or could be used as a subway card, or as an employee access card, as a membership card, or even as an electronic ticket for concerts, movies, amusement parks and so on or everything at the same time… 
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